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‘Cuz you’re always in need of a lift

Are you current?

More important than needing
lifts and booms to get to those
high-reaching places is the need
for the operators to know what
they’re doing. When using a
scissors lift, remember these
best practices –
Stabilization – Make sure
the lifts are stable and won’t
tip over. Find level surfaces.
Do not park the lift on uneven
ground where one wheel is not
on the ground.
Weather – use lifts only when
weather is good. Lifts used outside are generally limited for
use when wind speeds are at
28mph or less.
Positioning – Position the lift
to avoid electrocution or hazards in the air. Be aware of your
surroundings, and avoid positioning near vehicles that might
be moving and could crash into
you.
Some individuals will be contacted soon alerting them that
their training needs to be updat-

Camping fun ...

Mark your calendars for RTL
Construction’s “roughing-it” weekend, a couple days of camping on
El Rancho Manana Campground.
Festivities are slated for
Aug. 26-27. RTL Construction will pay for the campsites.
Interested parties should contact event coordinator Bob Hedstrom at 612-669-8741 by June 15.
El Rancho Manana is on Long
Lake and features swimming, fishing, boat rental, playground, horseback riding and 25 miles of scenic
walking/hiking/mountain bike trails.

Grab the opener

The scissors lift is one of the most common pieces of equipment
you’ll use. Are you current with your training? RTL will help.

ed. The Carpenter’s Union has
designated training sessions for
RTL Employees. You can check
the website at www.northcoun-

trycarpenters.org, or contact
RTL Safety Director Steve Gilman at 612.802.7843.

Where do you get your gas?

Did you know that its typical
for a job to be supplied with
three different gas cans for
three different applications?
Each should be clearly labeled.
If you find a gas can is not
clearly labeled, please find
your job foreman and see that
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the contents are identified.
Diesel fuel will typically be
stored in a yellow can. These
are used in some of our scissors and forklifts. Unleaded
gasoline is stored in a red can,
and is also used in the scissors
and forklifts. Make sure you

are completely certain that you
have the right gas for the piece
of equipment.
Also, a one-gallon gas
container will contain unleaded
gasoline with a two-cycle oil.
This mixture is mostly used in
our partner saws.
Putting the incorrect fuel in
the wrong piece of equipment
can have catastrophic results
and cost a great deal of money.
DON’T HESITATE TO ASK if
there is any uncertainty.

Fresh off its first winning season
since 2010, the Minnesota Twins
begin play this week with reasons
to be excited. Minnesota won 83
games a season ago. While defending
World Series champion Kansas City
Royals look poised to continue its
dominance of the American League
Central Division, the Twinkies are
hopeful to take another step in the
right direction.
The squad finished 19-11 in its
practice games but fell 3-2 to Baltimore in the season opener.

For the anglers ...

Just because Mille Lacs is strictly
catch and release for Minnesota’s
prized angling trophy, the walleye, the fishing opener for walleye,
sauger and northern pike will not be
cancelled. This year’s fishing opener
is slated for May 14. Other important
dates include the Muskie opener on
June 4, large and small mouth bass
in the southern part of the state on
May 28.
Also, no live bait will be allowed
on Mille Lacs as fisheries experts try
to restore one of the upper midwest’s
best fishing destinations.
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‘Four inches on your sleeves,
Private Pyle, four inches!’
As winter turns to spring and
spring to summer, exposure to
the elements also requires different methods.
For safety purposes, remember to always wear long pants
(no holes) and shirts with four

inch sleeves. Both are required,
as are steel-toed work shoes.
And remember to stay hydrated.
Here are some tips to help
you stay hydrated while working in the heat – don’t wait
until you are thirsty to
drink, carry a drink bottle, pre-hydrate, monitor
your urine color, avoid
ice cold drinks, limit
caffeine intake, avoid
alcohol, consume fruit,
leafy greens and nuts to
help replenish electrolytes.
Also, remember your
sun screen and wear
light-weight clothing.
Four inch sleeves and
gloves are required at all
times

“You don’t have to be in charge to be a leader.”
- Karl Andraschko
Instructor, UBC training

How to handle a work-related injury?
If someone is to suffer a workrelated injury, proper procedure
on the jobsite is a must.
If the situation is an emergency,
call “911” IMMEDIATELY.
In non-emergency situations,
report all injuries to the job foreman immediately. If foreman is
not available, the job superintendent is next in line. If not an
option, Safety Director Steve Gilman (612.802.7843) should be
notified.
If the injury requires additional
treatment, the injured party must

be accompanied to the nearest
Minnesota Occupational Health
clinic, which is posted in the gang
box, and Steve Gilman should be
notified.
Injured parties are required to
complete a post-accident drug
screen, and will not be permitted to work until the results are
received by the RTL office and
found favorable. Also, all clinical documentation must be submitted to the RTL office indicating whether or not the injured is
cleared to return to work.

RTL angler lands trophy
An unidentified RTL employee shows off a pretty darn nice
walleye taken from the ice this winter at an undisclosed northern Minnesota lake. The fish measured 25” when caught, but
two days later measured 27.5” according to a co-worker who’d
heard as much from the pictured angler. As the publication
date of the RTL newsletter grew closer the fish had also grown
to 33”, according to yet another source. By June it’s expected
that the fish will have grown to 35”, or just short of the state
record of 35.8” taken at the Seagull River. That fished weighed
17lbs, 8 ounces, just an ounce heavier than the trophy landed
by this angler.

AL Central

(2015 final standings)
Team		
W-L
GB
*Kansas City
95-67
-Minnesota		
83-79
12
Cleveland		
81-80
13.5
Chicago White Sox 76-86
19
Detroit		
74-87
20.5
* - Denotes World Series champion.
Recent scores
Baltimore 3, Minnesota 2
Follow RTL Construction
on the twitter machine

@RTL_Const

Busy, busy
Strong start to

2016

Normally fall and winter can
represent a slow down for the
construction industry, but RTL
Construction had a very busy
start to 2016, surpassing the summer of 2015’s peak in terms of
number of employees.
After a brief slowdown as we
wait for job readiness, expect a
strong summer and fall as the
backlog is very healthy.
We hear many good things
about RTL from our GC Partners,
so stay proud, work hard.

